APA Citation for IS 101

All information on this hand out is from:


**How to cite a Convo:**

*Ex.* (K. Stock, Wartburg College Convocation, November 2, 2010)

*In text only,* because this information is not retrievable, it is not included in the reference list. Give initials as well as surname of the communicator, and provide as exact a date as possible.

**How to cite a conversation:**

*Personal communication:* private letters, memos, email, personal interviews, telephone conversations etc. See page 179 in the manual.

*In text only,* because this information is not retrievable, it is not included in the reference list. Give initials as well as surname of the communicator, and provide as exact a date as possible.

*Ex.* (T.K. Lutes, personal communication, September 28, 1998)

**How to cite the IS Reader:**

6.27 Author and Editor Information. See page 184 in the manual.

*In your works cited/bibliography:*


*In-text:*

*Ex.* (Dyson, 2009)

*Ex.* (Plato, trans. 1931)

**How to cite a class lecture:**


November 2010. Wartburg Writing, Reading and Speaking Lab.